Abstract-A large number of URLs collected by web crawlers correspond to pages with duplicate or near-duplicate contents. To crawl, store, and use such duplicated data implies a waste of resources, the building of low quality rankings, and poor user experiences. To deal with this problem, several studies have been proposed to detect and remove duplicate documents without fetching their contents. To accomplish this, the proposed methods learn normalization rules to transform all duplicate URLs into the same canonical form. A challenging aspect of this strategy is deriving a set of general and precise rules. In this work, we present DUSTER, a new approach to derive quality rules that take advantage of a multi-sequence alignment strategy. We demonstrate that a full multi-sequence alignment of URLs with duplicated content, before the generation of the rules, can lead to the deployment of very effective rules. By evaluating our method, we observed it achieved larger reductions in the number of duplicate URLs than our best baseline, with gains of 82 and 140.74 percent in two different web collections.
INTRODUCTION
S YNTACTICALLY different URLs that have similar content is a common phenomenon on the web. Besides plagiarism, these duplicate URLs, generically known as duplicate URLs with similar text (DUST) [3] , occur for many reasons. For instance, in order to facilitate the user's navigation, many web sites define links or redirections as alternative paths to reach a document. In addition, webmasters usually mirror content to balance load and ensure fault tolerance. Other common reasons for the occurrence of duplicate content are the use of parameters placed in distinct positions in the URLs and the use of parameters that have no impact on the page content, such as the session id attribute, used to identify a user connection.
Detecting DUST is an extremely important task for search engines since crawling this redundant content leads to several drawbacks such as waste of resources (bandwidth and disk storage, for example); disturbance in results of link analysis algorithms; and poor user experience due to duplicate results. To overcome these problems, several authors have proposed methods for detecting and removing DUST from search engines. Whereas first efforts focused on comparing document content, more recent studies propose strategies that inspect only the URLs without fetching the corresponding page content [1] , [3] , [6] , [9] , [11] . These methods, known as URL-based de-duping, mine crawl logs and use clusters of URLs referring to (near) duplicate content 1 to learn normalization rules that transform duplicate URLs into a unified canonical form. This information can be then used by a web crawler to avoid fetching DUST, including ones that are found for the first time during the crawling. The main challenge for these methods is to derive general rules with a reasonable cost from the available training sets. As observed in [11] , many methods derive rules from pairs of duplicate URLs. Thus the quality of these rules is affected by the criterion used to select these pairs and the availability of specific examples in the training sets. To avoid processing large numbers of URLs, most of the methods employ techniques such as random sampling or by looking for DUST only within sites, preventing the generation of rules involving multiple DNS names. Because of these issues, current methods are very susceptible to noise and, in many cases, derive rules that are very specific. Thus, an ideal method should learn general rules from few training examples, taking maximum advantage, without sacrificing the detection of DUST across different sites.
Motivated by these issues, we present DUSTER, a new method that takes advantage of multiple sequence alignment in order to obtain a smaller and more general set of normalization rules. Multiple sequence alignment is traditionally used in molecular biology as a tool to find similar patterns in sequences. Its importance in biology has motivated many efforts concerning the proposition of optimized algorithms [4] , [8] . By applying multiple sequence alignment we are able to identify similarities and differences among strings. We show that these similarities and differences can be explored to determine fixed and mutable substrings in URLs, facilitating the derivation of normalization rules. As multiple sequence alignment methods find patterns involving all the available strings, the method is able to find more general rules avoiding problems related to pairwise rule generation, and the problem related to finding rules across sites.
Thus, in this paper, we show that a full multi-sequence alignment of duplicate URLs, performed before rules are 1 . Webmasters explicitely assist search engines with the creation of these clusters when they indicate which URLs are DUST by using the HTML element called canonical tag [11] . generated, can make the learning process more robust and less susceptible to noise when compared to previous work in the literature. Furthermore, we show that our proposed method is able to generate rules involving multiple DNS names and has an acceptable computational cost even when crawling in large scale scenarios. Its complexity is proportional to the number of URLs to be aligned, unlike other methods where the complexity is proportional to the number of specific rules generated from all clusters, which can be unfeasible in practice. Unlike other methods, we do not derive candidate rules from URL pairs within the dup-cluster. We first align all the URLs in the dup-clusters obtaining consensus sequences for each dup-cluster. Rules are then generated from these sequences. For large clusters, which are rare, we adopt a heuristic similar to the one proposed by [9] to ensure the efficiency of the method. Evaluating our method, we observed it diminished the number of duplicate URLs achieving gains of 82 and 140 percent over the best baseline found in literature, when considering two different web collections.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. In Section 3, we formally define the problem statement, present the URL representation and introduce relevant terminology. Section 4 describes the background for the multi-sequence alignment problem that we adopted to solve the problem of finding DUST. Section 5 presents our approach to finding DUST. Section 6 presents the experiments we performed to evaluate our proposal. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
Current research on DUST detection can be classified in two main families of methods: content-based and URLbased. In content-based DUST detection, the similarity of two URLs is determined by comparing their contents using syntactic or semantic evidence as shingles, text signatures, pair-wise similarities, sentence-wise similarities, and semantic graphs [2] , [11] , [12] . Thus, in content-based DUST detection, to infer if two distinct URLs correspond to duplicates, or near duplicates, it is necessary to fetch and inspect the whole content of their corresponding pages. In order to avoid such a waste of resources, several URL-based methods have been proposed to determine duplicate URLs without examining the associated contents. For a comprehensive review of the literature, we refer the reader to [2] , [10] that describe both contentbased and URL-based methods. In the following paragraphs, we focus on URL-based methods including the ones that, as far as we know, reported the best results in the literature.
The first URL-based method proposed was DustBuster [3] . In their work, the authors addressed the DUST detection problem as a problem of finding normalization rules able to transform a given URL to another likely to have similar content. The rules consist of substring substitutions learned from crawl logs or web logs. Rules are selected if (a) they have large support, (b) they do not come from large groups and (c) URLs matched by them have similar sketches or compatible sizes in the training log. Redundant rules are eliminated based on their support information. By evaluating their method in four websites, the authors found that up to 90 percent of the top 10 rules were valid, 47 percent of the duplicate URLs were recognized and the crawl was reduced by up to 26 percent.
Since substitution rules were not able to capture many common duplicate URL transformations on the web, Dasgupta et. al. presented a new formalization of URL rewrite rules [6] . The new formulation was expressive enough to capture all previous substitution rules as well as more general patterns, such as the presence of irrelevant substrings, complex URL token transpositions and session-id parameters. The authors use some heuristics to generalize the generated rules. In particular, they attempt to infer the falsepositive rate of the rules in order to select the most precise ones. To accomplish this, they verify if the set of values that a certain URL component assumes is greater than a threshold value N, a heuristic which they call fanout-N. Their best results were obtained with N ¼ 10. In this work, we refer to this method as R fanoutÀ10 . By applying the set of rules found by R fanoutÀ10 to a number of large scale experiments on real data, the authors were able to reduce the number of duplicate URLs by 60 percent, whereas only substitution rules achieved 22 percent reduction.
The authors in [1] extended the work in [6] to make their use feasible at web scale. They observed that the quadratic complexity of the rule extraction performed in [6] is prohibitive for very large dup-clusters. Thus, they proposed a method for deriving rules from samples of URLs. In addition, they used a decision tree algorithm to learn a small number of higher precision rules to minimize the number of rules deployed to the crawler. The authors evaluated their method in a set of about 8 million URLs, achieving a deduplication reduction rate of about 42 percent using the top 9 percent of precise rules (precision level above 80 percent). In a subsequent paper [9] , they implemented their algorithm using a distributed framework and extended the URL and rule representations to include two additional patterns: tokens inside path components and more complex irrelevant components. The authors used a very simple alignment heuristic to deal with irrelevant components. They evaluated the method with 3 billion URLs showing its scalability. By comparing their method with R fanoutÀ10 , they achieved two times more reduction using 56 percent of the rules. Unfortunately, the method proposed by [9] is not publicly available and was not described with enough detail to be implemented.
The methods previously described use a bottom-up approach in which normalization rules are learned by inducing local duplicate pairs to more general forms. The main drawback of these strategies is the difficulty to induce general rules starting from pairs of duplicate URLs. The method in [6] , in particular, also adopts an additional requirement that the inputs should differ from each other at only one single token (which the authors in [6] refer to as Single Key Requirement). Such issues usually break the rule-inducing algorithm somewhere avoiding the derivation of more general rules, as we can see in Fig. 1 . In this example, there are eight URLs referring to duplicate content, where the values of tokens t 3 and t 5 should be normalized (or generalized) to '*'. By analysing pairs of rules, we note from pairs ðu 5 ; u 6 Þ and ðu 7 ; u 8 Þ that t 5 could be generalized. Note, however, that if some URLs are absent at the time of rule generation (e.g.,: u 6 ), the process could not derive rule r 3 . In addition to this limitation, most bottom-up strategies discard a lot of training examples that (a) do not satisfy the Single Key Requirement or (b) are not selected in the sampling, disregarding the dup-cluster size. As we can see in Fig. 2 , URLs u 1 , u 2 and u 7 are not leveraged in the learning process and, as a result, the learned rule cannot obtain the maximum compression expected for this and other clusters that follow the same pattern.
Due to these problems, authors in [11] argue that these previous approaches are computationally inefficient and very sensitive to noise. Thus, they propose a top-down approach in which statistics from the entire training data are calculated to help in the generalization of the rules, and a URL pattern tree (UPT) is built from clusters of duplicate URLs for a targeted website. According to the authors, using the UPT contributes to (a) a robust and reliable rule extraction, (b) accelerated learning since rules are directly summarized in UPT nodes and (c) the selection of more general rules due to the removal of conflicts and redundancy. They evaluated their approach in a collection with 70 million URLs and showed that their method was able to outperform R fanoutÀ10 achieving about twice the reduction using 46 percent of the rules and consuming half of the learning time. In this work, we refer to it as R tree . Since, as far as we know, R tree is the method which reported the best results in literature, we adopt it as our second baseline.
In this article we continue the preliminary work presented in [14] , where we first proposed the use of multiple alignment as a way to avoid the problems of simple pairwise rule extraction. The main differences between this work and the previous one are (1) the handling of large dup-clusters; (2) the adoption of new methods for intracluster generalization and alignment penalization (cf. Section 5); (3) the elimination of a hierarchical clustering step with the reduction of the number of generated rules; and (4) the simplification of the algorithm, by supporting fewer kinds of tokens. We also included a theoretical and empirical performance analysis of rules and algorithms, a new web dataset where duplicates were identified by means of canonical tags, and a more detailed set of experiments, which allowed us to reach definite conclusions regarding the use of our method.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem addressed in this paper is related to de-duplication of web pages. More specifically, it is related to the existence of syntactically different URLs linking to the same content. These URLs, generically known as DUST, usually have specific patterns that can be learned and used by URLbased de-duping methods. Along with this and next sections, we use the URLs in Table 1 as a running example.
The input to this problem consists of a set of URLs U (i.e., a training set) partitioned into groups of similar pages (referred to as dup-cluster) from one or more domains. 2 The strategy of the URL-based de-duping methods is to learn, by mining these dup-clusters, rules that transform duplicate URLs to the same canonical form. In Table 1 , U ¼ fu 0 ; u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 ; u 5 g is partitioned in dup-clusters C 1 and C 2 . The canonical form of the URLs in C 1 and C 2 are given by n 1 and n 2 , respectively. Note that the URLs of a same dup-cluster point to the same or similar content where URLs from different dupclusters likely correspond to different content.
This process, called as URL normalization, identifies, at crawling time, whether two or more URLs are DUST without fetching their contents. As crawlers have resources constraints, the best methods are those that achieve larger reductions with smaller false positive rates using the minimum number of normalization rules. A normalization rule is a description of the conditions and operations necessary to transform a URL into a canonical form, as described in Definition 1.
Definition 1 (NORMALIZATION RULE).
We define a normalization rule as a tuple r = ðc; tÞ, where c and t are regular expressions (regexes) 3 named context and transformation, respectively. Context c is a regex that matches a set of URLs that we refer to as the URLs affected by r. Transformation t describes which operations will be applied to the URLs affected by r to transform them into a canonical form.
Let D be the set of domains of the URLs affected by r and domainðuÞ be the domain of a new URL u. We say that r is applicable to u if domainðuÞ 2 D.
In Table 1 , a rule to infer n 1 from the URLs in C 1 could be given by r 1 ¼ ðc 1 ; t 1 Þ where regexes c 1 and t 1 are given as:
In these regexes, any symbols other than '[', ']', '(', '|', ')', '$i', and ' $ ' are literals. The substrings between square braces ("www" and "index.php") are optional. The list of substrings between parentheses, separated by '|', are alternative options. Symbol ' $ ' indicates any sequence of characters. Symbol '$i' in t 1 is the ith sequence matched by a ' $ ' symbol in c 1 .
Thus, regex c 1 will match URLs starting with any sequence of characters, followed by "://" and, optionally, "www.". The following sequence in the URL may be "Britney" or "britney", followed by two sequences of characters, both starting with dot. The sequence continues with a slash, optionally followed by "index.php". The last part of the URL starts with '?' and is followed by two sequences of characters separated by '='. Regex t 1 indicates that the canonical form of the URL matched by c 1 must start with the first matched substring, followed by "://www.britney.", followed by the second matched substring, and so on.
During normalization, when two URLs are converted to the same canonical form, the pair is called an instance of the rule. The set of all instances is referred to as the support of the rule. These and other key concepts are formally defined as follows:
. Given a set of URLs U, an instance of a rule r is a unordered URL pair ðx; yÞ, x 2 U, y 2 U, which is transformed to the same canonical form after applying r.
Definition 3 (SUPPORT).
The support of rule r, given a set of URLs U, denoted suppðr; UÞ, is the set of all instances of r, given U.
The support of rule r 1 , previously described, considering all the URLs in C 1 and C 2 , is given by S r 1 ¼ fðu 0 ; u 1 Þ, ðu 0 ; u 2 Þ, ðu 0 ; u 3 Þ, ðu 1 ; u 2 Þ, ðu 1 ; u 3 Þ, ðu 2 ; u 3 Þ, ðu 4 ; u 5 Þg.
Definition 4 (FALSE-POSITIVE RATE).
Let FP ðr; UÞ be the number of instances ðx; yÞ in suppðr; UÞ such that x and y are not DUST. The false-positive rate of r is denoted by fprðr; UÞ ¼ FP ðr; UÞ=jsuppðr; UÞj.
The primary goal of a URL-based de-duping method is, given a set of duplicate clusters C, to find the set of rules that have high support and low false-positive rate, when considering the URLs in C. The problem of detecting DUST can now be formally stated as follows: Problem 1. Given thresholds minSup, fpr max > 0, and a set of URLs U partitioned in a set of dup-clusters C, find the set of rules R such that 8r 2 R, jsuppðr; UÞj ! minSup and fprðr; UÞ fpr max .
BACKGROUND
In this section, we review the problem of sequence alignment, show how to apply sequence alignment to URLs and discuss why to apply URL alignment in URL de-duplication.
Sequence Alignment
A sequence alignment is a way of arranging n sequences in order to identify similar regions between them. The alignment process aims at inserting spaces into the sequences so that similar symbols (based on some criteria) are aligned in the same position. In our specific case, the alignment of similar tokens facilitates the process of inferring the rules to transform DUST into a canonical form.
Pairwise Sequence Alignment
The alignment of two sequences, called pairwise sequence alignment, is the basic step for aligning an arbitrary number of sequences. This problem can typically be solved using dynamic programming to calculate all the subproblems involved in the process [13] . We formally define this concept as given in Definition 5.
Definition 5 (Pairwise sequence alignment). Let X and Y be two sequences of symbols, and jXj and jY j represent their symbol counts. The pairwise sequence alignment between them is a mapping of X and Y to the other two sequences X 0 and Y 0 with the same characters and in the same order, with possible inserted spaces (also known as gaps) such that jX 0 j ¼ jY 0 j and
Given the sequences X and Y with m and n characters respectively, the alignment process can be described by using a matrix S of size ðm þ 1Þ Â ðn þ 1Þ so that S cells are filled as follows:
where sfðX i ; Y j Þ is a scoring function that defines a similarity between the pairs of symbols ðX i ; Y j Þ. This function gives points for matching tokens and penalties for any gap. When the value of cell S i;j is computed, a pointer from S i;j is set to the cell (a) Fig. 3 presents the scoring/traceback matrix resulting from the alignment of the URL strings "www.IRS.gov/foia/index.html" and "www. irs.ustreas.gov/foia".
Multiple Sequence Alignment
Given k > 2 sequences S ¼ fS 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S k g, a multiple sequence alignment of S can be considered a natural generalization of the pairwise alignment problem. Spaces are inserted at arbitrary positions in any of the k sequences to be aligned, so that the resulting sequences have the same size '. The sequences can be arranged in k lines and ' columns, such that element or gap of each sequence occurs in a single column.
Definition 6 (Multiple sequence alignment). Let fS 1 ; S 2 ; S 3 ; . . . ; S k g be sequences of symbols, and let jS i j represent the size of S i . The Multiple Sequence Alignment from S 1 to S k is a mapping of fS 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S k g to other sequences fS As the Multiple Sequence Alignment problem is know to be NP-hard, several approaches have been developed to find a heuristic solution for it. In this work, in particular, we adopted a method know as Progressive Alignment [7] to align clusters of duplicate URLs (dup-clusters with a size greater than two). In general lines, the method first performs the alignment between two previously selected sequences. Then a new sequence is chosen and aligned with the first alignment obtained or another pair of sequences is selected and aligned. This process is repeated until all sequences have been aligned, giving rise to the final multiple alignment.
The progressive alignment method uses a greedy policy in which once a space is inserted, it can not be removed for any subsequent alignment. Thus, all spaces are preserved until the final solution. The error rate introduced by the progressive alignment at each step tends to decrease if the most similar sequences are chosen, and increase if the most divergent sequences are chosen. Thus, determining the best order for the alignments is crucial. Ideally, the most similar sequences are aligned first, leaving the most divergent ones until the end, in order to reduce the error introduced by this heuristic solution.
URL Alignment
In order to obtain a smaller and more general set of normalization rules, our method takes advantage of multiple sequence alignment. The strategy is to create the so called consensus sequence for each dup-cluster in the training set and extract the rules from them. We perform this task by aligning the URLs in each cluster and then generating the consensus sequences as a result of this alignment. In the following sections, we show how to align two or more URLs and how to generate a consensus sequence for these dupclusters. Before presenting our URL alignment approach, we first show how we represent URLs.
URL Tokenization
Unlike previous works that treat URLs as strings generated according to W3C grammar, 4 we adopt a simpler representation. We consider a URL as a sequence of three types of tokens (URL tokens), as described by the EBNF-based 5 grammar G described below h;URLi; ::¼ h;tokeni;fh;tokeni;g h;tokeni;::¼ h;alphabetici;jh;numberi;jh;punctuationi; h;alphabetici; ::¼ h;alphai;fh;alphai;g h;alphai; ::¼ 'a'::'z'j'A'::'Z' h;numberi; ::¼ h;digiti;fh;digiti;g h;digiti; ::¼ '0'::'9' h;punctuationi; ¼ All remaining characters such as '='; ' : '; and ':': Each URL to be aligned is initially parsed according to grammar G. This process, referred to as tokenization, decomposes the URL into a sequence of URL tokens. To facilitate URL alignment, each token extracted from a URL is represented as a singleton set. For example, URL u = http://ex. com/1.htmis represented by the following sequence of 11 token sets: S ¼ hfhttpg; f:g; f=g; f=g; fexg; f:g; fcomg; f=g; f1g; f:g; fhtmgi:
Pair-Wise URL Alignment
The output of our alignment process is a sequence of sets, referred to as the consensus sequence, which is a way of representing the result of the alignment. The consensus sequence of n sequences is composed by the union Fig. 3 . Scoring/traceback matrix for the duplicate URLs u i ¼ www.IRS. gov/foia/index.html and u j ¼ www.irs.ustreas.gov/foia. Each leftward arrow in the path indicates that a gap has to be inserted into X while an upward arrow indicates a gap to be inserted into Y . A diagonal arrow indicates the symbols from the two sequences are aligned and no gap should be inserted. Larger scores indicate a better alignment.
4. http://www.w3.org/Addressing/URL/5_BNF.html 5. An EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form) specification is a set of derivation rules, written as <symbol> ::= expression, where <symbol> is a nonterminal, and expression consists of one or more sequences of symbols. Alternatives are separated by the symbol '|' and 0 or more repetitions of an expression are indicated by braces. Symbols that never appear on the left side are terminals. The '::=' means that the symbol on the left must be replaced with the expression on the right. Finally, the expression s 1 .. s 2 indicates a sequence of alternative symbols in the interval starting at symbol s 1 and finishing at symbol s 2 .
of the tokens in the corresponding positions of the n aligned sequences. To help readers better understand the complete process, we illustrate it with an example.
To obtain a consensus sequence for two URLs u 1 ¼ http://www.ex/and u 2 ¼ http://www.un/home, we first obtain the token set sequences X and Y, associated with u 1 and u 2 respectively, with m and n tokens. X and Y are given by X ¼ hfhttpg; f:g; f=g; f=g; fwwwg; f:g; fexg; f=gi Y ¼ hfhttpg; f:g; f=g; f=g; fwwwg; f:g; fung; f=g; fhomegi: Sequences X and Y are then aligned by inserting gaps, either into or at the ends of them. To determine where gaps should be inserted, matrix S in Equation (1) has to be calculated. To accomplish this, a score function sf is defined to measure the distance between the URL token sets. The scoring function we adopt, given by Equation (2), is the Jaccard similarity coefficient [15] which is commonly used to measure the overlap between two sets. For two sets, it is denoted as the cardinality of their intersection divided by the cardinality of their union
where t : T ! fa; n; pg is a function which maps a token set to its token type, T is the token space and fa; n; pg are the token types (a for alphabetic, n for numeric, and p for punctuation). Suppose we have two token sets X i ¼ default; index; start f g and Y j ¼ default; index f g . The union between them is X i [ Y j ¼ default; index; start f g and the intersection X i \ Y j ¼ default; index f g . Jaccard similarity coefficient can be computed based on the number of elements in the intersection set divided by the number of elements int the union set
At the end of the alignment, X and Y are transformed into sequences X' and Y' given by X' ¼ hfhttpg; f:g; f=g; f=g; fwwwg; f:g; fexg; f=g; fgi Y' ¼ hfhttpg; f:g; f=g; f=g; fwwwg; f:g; fung; f=g; fhomegi;
where indicates a gap. X' and Y' have the same length so that every token is either a unique token or a gap in the other sequence. The final consensus sequence C 12 for Note that no token set T i of C 12 will be fg since gaps are not aligned with other gaps by the pairwise algorithm. We formally define a consensus sequence as follows:
Definition 7 (Consensus Sequence). Let fX 1 , X 2 ; . . . ; X n g be a set of n tokenized and aligned URLs, such that jX 1 j = jX 2 j = Á Á Á = jX n j = k. Let t Xi represents the token of URL X at position i. A consensus sequence is a sequence of k token sets
To avoid a cumbersome notation, from this point forward, we will omit curly brackets and commas to denote token sets with just one token. Thus, C 12 will be written as C 12 = hhttp : ==www:fex; ung=f; homegi, where only token sets with two or more tokens are denoted enclosed with curly brackets.
A more complex example is illustrated in Fig. 3 and Table 2 , where URLs www.IRS.gov/foia/index.html and www.irs.ustreas.gov/foia are aligned. Note in Table 2 besides the four gaps (spaces in the figure) that were inserted at the end of the URL X, it was necessary to insert two gaps into the URL Y to align the similar tokens. The resulting scoring/traceback matrix is shown in Fig. 3 .
URL Alignment Complexity. When computing the value for a specific cell ði; jÞ, only cells ði À 1; j À 1Þ, ði; j À 1Þ and ði À 1; jÞ are examined, along with the tokens within the token sets T i and T j . To fill a cell ði; jÞ it is necessary to estimate the overlap between token sets T i and T j , which takes OðminðjT i j; jT j jÞÞ, i.e., is linear in the number of elements of the token set with smaller cardinality. Thus, the dynamic programing table for computing the pair-wise URL alignment of two token set sequences X and Y can be computed in OðjXjjY jJÞ, where J is the cost to calculate the Jaccard similarity coefficient for each jXj Â jY j iteration.
Multiple URL Alignment
In this section, we show how to align a dup-cluster larger than two URLs. To accomplish this, we use the progressive alignment strategy presented in [7] which aligns the two most similar sequences at each iteration and infers a new token set sequence from them. This process is repeated until all sequences have been aligned, resulting in the final multiple alignment (i.e., a consensus sequence).
As previously mentioned in Section 4.1.2, the order in which we select examples to be aligned could influences the final result. The policy used to select the most similar sequences is based in [7] and is described in Algorithm 1. First, a priority queue Q is created from all pairs of URLs in C (Lines 3-11) . Each tuple in Q is composed of two sequences x and y, a consensus sequence obtained by aligning them, and an alignment score. By using Q, it is possible to find the tuple s with the most similar pair of URLs (Line 13). These two sequences are removed from the set of sequences to be aligned and added to the set of aligned sequences (Lines 15-16) . We then align the consensus sequence in s with all the remaining sequences to Multiple alignment and general rules. By aligning all URLs we obtain a consensus sequence representing the entire cluster. Thus, we derive a general rule from the consensus sequence, even if some URLs are absent. Take, for instance, the scenarios described in Figs. 1 and 2 . In Fig. 1, if u 6 is absent, the consensus sequence obtained from the cluster is C f3 = ha; b; fu; v; w; x; y; zg; c; fr; s; t; o; p; m; ngi. It is easy to derive r 3 from C f3 since it is clear that tokens t 3 and t 5 should be normalized as '*'. In Fig. 2 , the consensus sequence obtained from the cluster is C f4 ¼ hwww; site; =; fu; t; e; g; i; j; g; f=; g; fm; x; zg; =; 1; :; htmli. It is easy to derive a rule involving all URLs from C f4 since it is clear that tokens t 4 and t 5 are irrelevant, and t 4 should be normalized as '*'.
Analysis of the algorithm. In this analysis, we consider the number of alignments between two sequences as the relevant cost measure to determine the running time. Thus, we count the number of times lines 9 and 18 are performed with n sequences provided as input. First, each pair of sequences has to be aligned (lines [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This process requires alignments are performed. The overall cost function is given by fðnÞ ¼ n 2 À 2n þ 1. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is OðP Â n 2 Þ, where P is the cost of the method Pair-wise URL alignment. Note that, in practice, this cost is not prohibitive since very large dup-clusters are rare and heuristics can be used to limit their size, such as done by [9] . We also note that more efficient alignment algorithms [4] are known and we intend to adapt them for this task in future work.
DUSTER
In this section, we describe in detail our solution to avoid the presence of DUST in search engines. Fig. 4 depicts the framework of our algorithm, DUSTER.
As we can see in this figure, once a new set of URLs is crawled, it is merged with the already known URLs to form a new set of known URLs. During crawling, the crawler is also able to identify examples of DUST by following canonical tags. As a result, a new set of known DUST is also available. This set can be still enriched by processes such as those based on content signature, followed by manual inspection. Given the final set of known DUST, DUSTER can use it to find and validate rules, by splitting it in training and validating sets. The resulting rules are then used to normalize the known URLs yielding a new (and reduced) set of URLs to be crawled. By using this set and the set of DUST rules, the crawler can gather new URLs, closing the cycle.
The two main phases of DUSTER are the generation of candidate rules, where a multi-sequence alignment algorithm generates candidate rules from dup-clusters, and rules validation, where DUSTER filters out candidates rules according to their performance in a validation set. These two phases are described in the next sections.
Phase 1: Candidate Rules Generation
This phase consists of two steps: (1) For each dup-cluster in the training set, we obtain a rule. To accomplish this, we first align a set of K URLs randomly selected within the cluster in order to obtain a consensus sequence to represent these URLs. Token sets in each consensus sequence are classified as described in Section 5.1.1. A rule is then extracted from this consensus sequence. Note that if the cluster has less than K URLs, all of them are involved in the alignment process. We adopt this sampling strategy because, even with few URL training examples, it is still possible to generate the correct rule for the cluster. In this way, we also avoid the alignment of large clusters which could be very expensive. Also note that, since the cluster size distribution is very skewed, our sampling strategy affects only the larger dup-clusters, that is, the minority of the dup-clusters. (2) From the generated rules, we discard the ones with frequency less than min freq . Thus, very specific rules, with few occurrences in the training set, are discarded.
Algorithm 2. GenerateCandidateRules (T S)
Input: Training Set T S ¼ fc 1 ; . . . ; c n g with n duplicate clusters Output: Set of m candidate rules CR ¼ fr 1 ; . . . ; r m g 1: Create Algorithm 2 presents GenerateCandidateRules which takes a set of dup-clusters as input and generates a set of candidate rules as output. In lines 1 and 2, two tables are created: Rules Table ( RT ) which stores the candidate rules generated for each cluster, and Candidate Rules Table (CRT ) which stores rules which exceed the frequency threshold min freq . In lines 4-5, K URLs are randomly selected from c i and aligned by algorithm MultipleURLAligment (see Algorithm 1). In lines 6 to 7, candidate rules are generated and added CRT . The conversion of a consensus sequence to a normalization rule is described in detail in Section 5.1.2. In Line 9, the rules are grouped into buckets according to their context (cf. Definition 1) and transformation (we sort RT by the first and second attributes). In Lines 10-20, the algorithm enumerates all distinct rules generated by the first step. Note that two rules are considered the same if they have the same context and transformation. In Line 11, if the bucket size exceeds min freq , the rule is considered as a candidate. In Lines 13-15, the rules with same context and transformation are unified by the union of the domains and support of each tuple within the bucket. This strategy helps to reduce the final number of candidate rules. In Line 18, a candidate rule is added to the CRT . In Line 21, a set of candidate rules is returned.
Token Set Classification
URL components play different roles when webmasters are designing the URL scheme of a website, e.g., some of them impact only the way pages are displayed (fonts, sizes, etc) and others are used only to identify a user connection without altering their content. Therefore, the goal of URL normalization is distinguish the URL components (or tokens) that impact page content from the ones that do not or are irrelevant. In other words, it is necessary to determine the role each component plays and to infer which ones should be kept, removed or generalized. For instance, tokens which express directories or document types should be kept while tokens that denote parameter values should be generalized. After investigating a number of dup-clusters and their respective consensus sequences, we noted that the multiple alignment of URLs helps to define the importance of each component in the normalization process. In this way, given a consensus sequence CS = hT 1 ; T 2 ; . . . ; T k i, inferred from a set of URLs C, the token set T i is classified as follows:
Irrelevant: T i is irrelevant if 2 T i , that is, some token of T i was aligned with a gap during the multiple alignment process. These tokens are considered irrelevant, i.e., the page content is the same independently of their presence in the URL. For instance, tokens 11 to 13 of X 0 ("index.html") are irrelevant in Table 2 .
and it is present in all URLs of C. Such invariant tokens should be kept in the canonical form. This is the case of token t X 0 ;9 = "foia" in Table 2 . Variant: T i is variant if jT i À fgj > 1. Unlike from irrelevant tokens, we can not remove them from the URLs, it is necessary to choose one of them. However, regardless of the choice, the content of the page does not change. As examples of these tokens, we cite tokens denoting directories where files were copied redundantly, multiple domain names from the same website or session id lists used to identify users. This is the case of the tokens "irs" and "IRS" in Table 2 .
Conversion of Consensus Sequences to Rules
A consensus sequence CS can be directly converted to a normalization rule. To accomplish this, we first divide the k token sets from CS into subsequences according to special URLs delimiters (e.g., '/', '?', '=', '&', '#', ';', ':', '.'). Next, each subsequence s i is converted to regular expressions by using the token set classification (see more details in Section 5.1.1). This process is described in the following paragraphs.
If all token sets in a subsequence s i are invariant, a regular expression '*' is added to the rule context, and a backreference $N is included in rule transformation. Otherwise, each token set T i in subsequence s i is separately converted to a regular expression:
If T i is invariant, all tokens are generalized according to the type of its tokens in the rule context, and a backreference $N is included in rule transformation. If T i is variant, all tokens from T i are grouped inside parentheses separated by '|' in the rule context, and a randomly selected token from T i is included in the rule transformation. If T i is irrelevant, all tokens from T i are grouped between square braces, separated by '|'. The regular expression is included only in the rule context. To generalize the token sets, we proceed as follows. We first find a group of alternative tokens with more than a certain number of tokens (Card set threshold) and we generalize this list, converting it to a regular expression according to its token type: (i) Alphabetic: The group is substituted by the regular expression ð: alpha :Þ that means ([a-zA-Z]+); (ii) Numeric: The group is substituted by the regular expression ð: digit :Þ that means ð½0 À 9þÞ; and (iii) Punctuation: no generalization is done.
Finally, anchors '^' and '$' are included at the start and the end of the context, respectively. Thus, given a consensus sequence: 
Phase 2: Validating Candidate Rules
The goal of this phase is to consider as valid or refute the candidate rules generated in the previous phase. This filter selects the more effective rules by two pre-defined thresholds: false-positive rate (fpr max ) and minimum support (min supp Þ. If the false-positive rate is larger than fpr max or the support of the rule is smaller than min supp , the rule is discarded. Otherwise, the rule is added to the set of valid rules. Note that rules with small support values are not desirable anyway, because the reduction gained by applying them can be insignificant. Thus, the support value is indicative of the possible compression that a rule can achieve, whereas the false-positive rate corresponds to the precision of the rule in the task of DUST detection.
Algorithm 3 presents ValidateRules which takes a set of candidate rules as input and outputs a set of valid rules. It uses two thresholds to declare a rule as valid: fpr max and min supp . The algorithm calculates the support and false positive rate of each candidate rule by applying them to a validation set, given as input (Lines 3-31). It uses two tables during the validation phase: CT (Canonical Table) which stores the URL and its corresponding canonical identifier, and RT (Rule Table) which stores the valid rules. In the first step of this phase, the set of URLs possibly affected by the candidate rule r (Line 5) is built. When rule r matches a URL in this set, the URL is normalized and added with its canonical form to table CT (Lines 7-10). URLs converted to the same canonical form are grouped into buckets in order to calculate the fraction of DUST in the support of the rule r (Lines 13-23) . In lines 15-21, the instances of r which are not DUST are counted to calculate the rate of false positives of this rule (Lines 24-29). If rule r passes through pre-defined criteria, it is added to table RT (Line 27). Otherwise, it is discarded. In Line 32, the set of valid rules from RT is returned.
URL Normalization
Since our objective is to identify DUST at crawling time, the learned rules are incorporated into the crawler in order to avoid fetching more than one URL from the same canonical form. Unlike other approaches, which convert a given URL to another that likely has the same content, in our work, we treat the output of the normalization rule r as a signature to represent all URLs that have very similar page content. Whenever a set of URLs is mapped by the rules to a specific canonical form, they are all subsequently represented by just one of them and the others are discarded without checking their content. Note that, in our method, the only situation in which a web crawler loses unique URL is when two or more URLs, that are not DUST, are converted to the same canonical form.
The normalization algorithm receives a URL u and a set of valid rules R. The idea behind the algorithm is simple: It normalizes u with the first rule applicable in R. In order to accelerate the process of normalization and ensure the highest possible reduction, we divide the rules in R according to the domains where they can be applied, and sort the rules according to their support size. Our study demonstrate that the reduction achieved by using this algorithm is high.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experimental Setup
Datasets
We use two document collections in our experiments: GOV2 and WBR10. GOV2 dataset consists of a snapshot of the resources fetched from 25,205,179 individual documents from US government domains in 2004. According to the TREC track information [5] , some duplicate documents have already been removed from GOV2. The GOV2 TREC dataset contains about 3.42 million duplicate URLs divided into about 1.43 million dup-clusters. These documents were grouped by creating a small fingerprint of their content and hashing the URLs with identical fingerprints into the same clusters. WBR10 is a collection of over 150 million web pages crawled from the Brazilian domain using an actual Brazilian crawling system. This crawling was performed from September to October, 2010, with no restrictions regarding content duplication or quality. To identify groups of duplicate URLs in WBR10, we adopted the same approach used by the authors in [11] . Thus, we scanned the collection to find out the web sites which explicitly indicate the canonical URLs in their pages. By doing this, we identified about 3.95 million duplicate documents in WBR10, for a total of about 1.14 million dup-clusters. Although WBR10 is six times larger than GOV2, it has only 15 percent more DUST identified. This was expected since webmasters are not obliged to identify canonical URLs.
Note that by using these two datasets, we are able to evaluate our method in the scenario where most of the DUST was identified (GOV2) as well as in the one, more realistic scenario, where only a small sample of DUST is known (WBR10).
Baselines
As previously described, we adopted two different baseline methods for comparison: (1) The first is the work by Dasgupta et al. [6] , which we implemented using the fanout heuristic. For this task, we use a threshold value equal to 10, which is the same value adopted by the authors in their experiments. (2) Our second baseline is the method proposed in [11] , which we refer to as R tree . R tree builds the so called pattern tree for each target site. Because there is no consensus in literature for a formal definition for a web site, we consider that all URLs with the same domain name belong to the same web site.
These two methods were chosen due to their performance in previous experiments, which indicate they represent the best options found in literature for de-duplicating URLs.
Evaluation Metrics and Methodology
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method and the baselines, we adopted some metrics used in [9] which estimate the quality of the normalization rules generated. The metrics used in our experiments were:
ReductionRatio: this metric measures the reduction ratio of the number of URLs after the removal of duplicates. It is defined as
, where U orig is the original URL set and U norm is the normalized URL set; AvgReductionPerRule: average URL reduction achieved per rule. It is defined as
where R is the set of rules; Cluster-Reduction Rate this metric measures the reduction ratio of the number of clusters after the normalization process. It is defined as jC orig jÀjCnormj jC orig j , where C orig is the number of clusters before normalization and C norm is the number of clusters after normalization.
In the experiments, we randomly divided the duplicate clusters into three sets: 10 percent of the clusters were retained as a training set, 10 percent as a validation set, and the remaining 80 percent, as a test set. We used the training set to generate the rules, the validation set to filter them, and the test set to evaluate them. We adopted this strategy for our method and all the baselines because it better represents a real application where only a small fraction of DUST is provided as training data. 6 Parameter settings. These were the parameters used in our experiments: K ¼ 10, min freq ¼ 10, Card set ¼ 5 and min supp ¼ 10.
Results
Candidate Rules vs. Valid Rules
In Table 3 we present the total number of rules learned by the three methods after the training (candidate rules) and the number of the rules ready to be used in the test (valid 6. In experiments with larger training sets, all the methods improved their absolute performance because much more test cases were observed in the training. Due to space constraints, we do not include results for such larger training sets but it is worthy note that, when using a 50 percent training size, the relative performance of the methods was similar to the observed with a 10 percent training size. rules). Note that a small number of valid rules is desirable since the crawler should have a small footprint. For R fanoutÀ10 and DUSTER, the valid rules consist of the rules that were not discarded in the validation. The rules considered invalid are automatically removed from the rule pool. For R tree , the valid rules are the ones picked out in the selection phase. Thus, in Table 3 , we compare, for fpr max ¼ 0, how many candidate rules are generated and, out of them, how many are valid. These results show that even though DUSTER generates the smallest number of candidate rules, it has the highest rate of valid rules. 13 and u 14 are duplicates) followed by their corresponding canonical forms obtained by R fanoutÀ10 (n rf ) and DUSTER (n d ). We note in this table that DUSTER used only two rules, (c 4 , t 4 ) and (c 5 , t 5 ), to canonize all the test URLs. R fanoutÀ10 and R tree were not able to canonize URL pairs (u 13 , u 14 ) and (u 15 , u 16 ) because they found very specific rules, (c 0 , t 0 ) and (c 3 , t 3 ). As R tree is not able to find rules for URLs from different domains, it failed to find appropriate rules for the pairs (u 17 , u 18 ) and (u 19 , u 20 ). Like DUSTER, R fanoutÀ10 correctly canonized these pairs but it used two different rules, (c 1 , t 1 ) and (c 2 , t 2 ). Table 5 shows a comparison between DUSTER and the baseline methods regarding the task of DUST detection for the GOV2 and WBR10 datasets. These tables show, for each fpr max level and method, the number of applied/valid rules, along with its respective reduction ratio achieved, i.e., the reduction in the amount of URLs crawled, obtained by applying these rules.
DUST Detection
The performance of DUSTER was far superior when compared to the baselines at all fpr max levels experimented. We consider fpr max ¼ 0 level the most important one, since it includes rules that did not fail in any of the test URLs in the validation set. At this level, DUSTER was able to reduce the amount of URLs crawled in 20.73 percent in GOV2, while the best baseline (R fanout10 ) achieved only 11.39 percent. In WBR10, DUSTER was able to reduce 22.87 percent, while the best baseline (R fanout10 ) achieved only 9.50 percent. These results show that DUSTER obtained a gain in the process of identifying duplicate URLs of 82 percent in GOV2 and 140.74 percent in WBR10, by applying almost two times less rules than R fanout10 . Thus, besides achieving a higher compression rate, the rules generated by DUSTER are more effective than the ones generated by R fanout10 .
We also note that R tree presented the worst performance among the methods we implemented. Such a weak performance was due to (a) the fact that it was designed to conduct normalization within websites, it is unable to find rules involving multiple domains and (b) it needs more training examples than we were able to provide in our collections.
In general, DUSTER was quite effective and is a viable alternative for solving the DUST detection problem. When considering other false-positive levels experimented, again DUSTER was able to outperform the baselines. For instance, when considering a fpr max 20% on GOV2 dataset, DUSTER reduced the number of crawled URLs in 30.71 percent of the original set of URLs, almost one third more than the best baseline, that reduced only 11.94 percent. In WBR10, for fpr max 20%, DUSTER reduced 29.75 percent of URLs, while the best baseline R tree reduced only 9.67 percent.
Rules Evaluation
In order to better understand the performance of the methods, Table 5 shows the performance of the applied rules by each method in collections GOV2 and WBR10, respectively. For this purpose, we consider only rules that were able to convert at least one pair of URLs to the same canonical form. Table 5 shows, for each method, the false-positive threshold rate used in the validation phase (fpr max ), the number of rules effectively applied among the ones that were considered as valid, the average of URLs reduced per applied rule, and the average false-positive rate (column fpr) obtained in task of DUST detection.
By comparing the fpr max used to select the deployed rules and the real fpr reached, we note that R fanout10 and R tree were better in the validation set than in the test set. In particular in WBR10, R fanout10 presented worse error rates in the test than in the validation for fpr max ¼ 0% while R tree was much worse in all threshold levels. These results suggest that R fanout10 experienced moderate overfitting and R tree experienced strong overfitting. For both collections, DUSTER presented the smallest error rates in the test.
When we compare medians and averages of the false positive rate we note that they are very similar to each other for the R fanout10 and DUSTER methods. For instance, for DUSTER in WBR10, for fpr max ¼ 0%, the false positive rate median is 0 percent while the average is 0:11 percent. For R fanout10 and fpr max ¼ 0%, the false positive rate median is 0 percent while the average is 1:54 percent. Conversely, for R tree and fpr max ¼ 0%, the median (0 percent) is much smaller than the average (10.48 percent). This implies that some rules behave as outliers performing much worse than the majority. Although these rules presented a satisfactory performance during validation, they did not repeat this performance during test. Table 5 also gives the AvgReductionPerRule for different levels of fpr max . As shown, the Average reduction per Rule (AR/R) for our method is much higher than R fanout10 and R tree at all false-positive levels. For instance, for fpr max ¼ 0% in WBR10, DUSTER achieved AR/R = 1292.75 whereas R fanout10 and R tree achieved 287.52 and 298.24, respectively. Although R tree was worse than R fanout10 regarding the reduction rate, its AverageReductionPerRule was higher in most of the false-positive levels. Fig. 5 compares the duplicate cluster distributions after applying rules generated by all methods in both collections. For instance, when we consider cluster size as equal to 2, which is the most frequent group size in web collections [9] , DUSTER reduced 385,256 clusters (41.79 percent) in GOV2 while our best baseline, R fanout10 , reduced 209,136 clusters (22.68 percent). In WBR10 our method reduced 449,405 clusters (63.14 percent) against 187,180 (26.30 percent) from R fanout10 . From Fig. 5 , it is clear that our approach can compress more redundant duplicates in all cluster sizes than the baselines.
The next measure we use to evaluate the quality of the rules generated by all methods is Cluster-Reduction Rate, i.e., the percentage of dup-clusters reduced by using the rules to normalize the URLs. We performed the normalization process, counting the number of clusters before and after it was undertaken. As we can see in Fig. 6 , the rules generated by DUSTER can reduce more clusters than those generated by R fanout10 and R tree at all false-positive levels in both collections. For instance, for fpr max ¼ 0% in GOV2, the reduction achieved by DUSTER was about 42 percent while our best baseline R fanout10 achieved about 23 percent. In WBR10 for fpr max ¼ 5%, DUSTER reduced the number of clusters by 61 percent whereas R fanout10 achieved a reduction of about 11 percent. By applying two times less rules than R fanout10 , the reduction achieved by DUSTER was 5.5 times greater (see Table 5 ). Note that there is almost no gain in the cluster reduction ratio forfpr max ! 5%. This happens because only a small number of additional rules are used as fpr max increases. In both collections, DUSTER generates a small number of rules and it generates more general rules. This generality is clearly associated with the URL alignment since the rules are directly extracted from the aligned sequences.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we presented DUSTER, a new method to address the DUST problem, that is, the detection of distinct URLs that correspond to pages with duplicate or nearduplicate content. DUSTER learns normalization rules that are very precise in converting distinct URLs which refer the same content to a common canonical form, making it easy to detect them. To achieve this, DUSTER applies a novel strategy based on a full multi-sequence alignment of training URLs with duplicate content. By analyzing the alignments obtained, accurate and general normalization rules can be generated, as demonstrated in our experiments. We evaluated the method in a set of duplicate URLs extracted from the TREC GOV2 collection and found a reduction in the number of duplicate URLs that is 82 percent larger than the one achieved by our best baseline. When evaluating a Brazilian web sample, we obtained a gain of 140.74 percent over the same baseline.
As future work, we intend to improve the scalability and precision of our method, as well as to evaluate it using other datasets. For its scalability, we intend to provide a comprehensive comparison among strategies to cope with very large dup-clusters, including (a) to better understand the impact of using split dup-clusters instead of the original ones, (b) to propose distributed algorithms for the task and (c) to use more efficient multiple sequence alignment algorithms able to align n sequences in time proportional to Oðn log nÞ.
